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Fantasy reveals wisdom, traditions, history, humour, 

sadness from long ago to the present. Like water and air, fantasy 

help us to sense the freshness of the morning time and the sky. 

Fantasy fire our imagination, carry us away, giving reality to our 

utmost bluedreams. While working at the fantasy students get to 

know the history, come to see the soal of people, their intention, 

mode of life, on the one hand, and master English, on the other 

hand. The students make sure that eternal categories of Good and 

Evil, Wisdom and Ignorance, Courage and Strength are at work in 

the fantasy. Belief in Victory and happy days to come develops, 

moves the plot and permeates these stories. Finally triumphs, Evils 

are punished or not. The in-depth analysis of the fantasy convinces 

students that theses texts possess the categories of information, 

completeness, linear representation, integrity, reoccurrence, 

implication and discretion. The distinctive feature of f fantasy is 

that of imaginary invention. Time and place indicators are unreal, 

characters may be identified by their social position. Under the 

magic spell of the fantasy the students make a fascinating journey 

into the never-never country, where they get information, both 



important and enjoyable. The great dread of animals people once 

had is marvelously revealed in fabled beings which until now keep 

the decorative and imaginary power. Some fantasy characters have 

gained a great popularity.  

Among them immortal adventures of Alice are known all 

over the world. Peter Pan has gone into the proverb as the boy who 

would not grow up. The Hero protects woman, children from 

harm, steps between men and nature. While on the read of the 

fantasy students pay their utmost attention not only to the 

development of the plot but also to the luxury and beauty of the 

language. The beauty of language is apparent in the magic string of 

epithets and metaphors, hyperboles and understatements. Fantasy 

has ceased to be an everyday force. Nowadays people do miss the 

light the fantasy shed on human ideas, optimistic vision and hope. 
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